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Introduction
It's a little known fact that most ebony whores would rather have their pussies sensually licked then
dicked deep down to the hilt.  That's because sexy sistas are usually thought to have some mega attitudes
that need to be kept in check.  Just take all limp-dicked guys out of the equation entirely, and all you'll
have left are Black Lesbian Divas who prefer to finger and stuff only black sluts' cunts!

Adult Review
Any fan of girl-on-girl sex will jump out of their seats at the chance to watch black bitches in full-blown all-girl lesbian heat! 
Black Lesbian Divas caters to both lovers of lesbian sex and fans of purple-tinged ebony pussies.  Seeing dark-skinned sluts
go to town on each other packs that extra special punch that white girls just can't compete with.
  
  Visitors checking out the Black Lesbian Divas tour will see a big bold claim that they offer 100% exclusive content, but
after you log in to the members area you'll realize that this is definitely not the case.  The members area is built around
providing access to a DVD super site, where over 1000 full length porn DVDs are offered.  But none of these were shot
exclusively for this site.
  
  The content that's branded as belonging to Black Lesbian Divas includes 64 XXX DVDs that have been separated into 252
girl-on-girl scenes.  There are a bunch of search options offered, and you can sort the porn by title, star, studio, or even some
more advanced methods.  As you submit broad searches, you'll notice that the results that cum back aren't necessarily limited
to black lesbian sex.  This is because all 1000+ DVD scenes are included in the searches, so staying on topic is sometimes a
challenge.  If you keep seeing titles like "Black Bad Girls #09" you'll know you're on target.
  
  The actual amount of content you'll be able to look through depends on what type of membership option you chose when
joining.  There's a cheap short term trial that won't let you see much and isn't worth your time, but there are also two different
flavors of monthly memberships.  The platinum membership to Black Lesbian Divas is well worth it, since it's not that much
more expensive than the standard subscription, and it will also allow you to surf through the DVDs that make up all of the
other porn sites that appear on the right hand side of this review. 
   
  Once you find a black lesbian DVD title that catches your eye, clicking on it will bring you to its homepage where you can
see its cast, covers, and actually watch the scenes.  Everything is available as downloads in WMV format at up to 640 x 480
resolution.  DRM is not used so you're free to download all you'd like.  There's a nice interface that lets you pick and choose
exactly what portions of the scene you'd like to see, so you don't necessarily even need to download the entire scene.  That
makes Black Lesbian Divas definitely worth a look.

Porn Summary
If you wake up one day feeling anti-dick and pro-ebony pussy, a long lengthy visit to Black Lesbian Divas is all you'll need to
wank off to!
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